
While CLMs have helped many organizations 
streamline their contract lifecycle, the process 
of evaluating risk and identifying key language 
within contracts has been largely manual and 
expensive—slowing the pace of business, 
increasing portfolio level risk and stunting 
business agility.

Drive agreement workflow with intelligent insights 
DocuSign CLM+ adds AI-driven analytics to DocuSign’s 
market-leading CLM product. With CLM+, organizations can 
apply over 100 pre-trained AI models to extract, analyze and 
report on key contract data points and legal topics—to enable 
risk scoring, power workflow steps and provide portfolio-level 
visibility. The end result is doing business faster, with more 
transparency and less risk.

 – Calculate risk instantly for inbound contracts, to make 
smarter negotiating decisions

 – Drive workflow intelligently, routing contracts for review 
based on content and risk analysis

 – Surface insights easily, with auto-generated attributes for  
all existing agreements

 – Identify and act-on risks, obligations, and opportunities 
hidden in contracts

 – Enable true business agility with visibility across your 
agreement portfolio

Accelerate Contract Process Automation  
with Purpose-Built AI

Datasheet 
CLM+

Over 100
pre-trained AI models included 
in “Getting Started” deployment

80%
faster time to answers  
(average DocuSign AI  
user experience)

Hundreds
more AI models available  
to deploy and customize  
as needed

Over 70 million
agreements processed with 
DocuSign AI

“Docusign AI helped us extract 
valuable information directly from 
75,000 contracts and provide a 
consolidated repository.”
Digital transformation and ML lead, global procurement 
Fortune 100 technology company



Understand the implications
CLM+ delivers shareable, easy-to-understand “red-yellow-green” 
scorecards for inbound contracts. 

 – Evaluate contract clauses, whether present or absent,  
based on the organization’s own legal and business policies

 – Launch analysis natively within CLM

 – Easily replace risky terms with pre-approved language  
from the embedded Clause Library

Automate next steps
CLM+ lets agreement intelligence drive workflow steps,  
for a smarter, more efficient process.

 – Conditionally route agreements to the right contributors  
and approvers based on risk scores and contract attributes

 – Standardize risk scoring on every inbound contract without 
manual intervention

 – Customize your negotiation process with CLM’s  
drag-and-drop workflow canvas

Predict and inform outcomes
CLM+ enables analysis of portfolios of agreements, to  
uncover risks, obligations and opportunities.

 – Dramatically accelerate legal contract review to answer 
critical questions as they arise

 – Inform obligations, renewals and repapering to meet 
compliance and business needs

 – Put contract data to work, equipping third party systems 
with extracted contract data

DocuSign     Datasheet: CLM+

About DocuSign 
DocuSign helps organizations connect and automate how they prepare, sign, act on, and manage agreements.  
As part of the DocuSign Agreement Cloud, DocuSign offers eSignature, the world’s #1 way to sign electronically 
on practically any device, from almost anywhere, at any time. Today, over a million customers and more than 
a billion users in over 180 countries use the DocuSign Agreement Cloud to accelerate the process of doing 
business and simplify people’s lives.

For more information 
sales@docusign.com 
+1-877-720-2040

DocuSign, Inc.  
221 Main Street, Suite 1550 
San Francisco, CA 94105  
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CLM+ brings the value of AI to the entire contract lifecycle.

CLM+ infuses AI to inform and automate contract workflow steps.
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